English (Reading and writing):

Mathematics:

Text drivers/books to share:

This half term, we are revisiting the learning from the autumn term. The class

- Yeti and the Bird

will be working hands on with manipulatives to help solve addition, subtraction,

- Flat Stanley
Reading: This term, we are continuing with our phonics scheme, RWI, to improve our

multiplication, and division problems.

reading skills. We are going to be focussing on learning all of our tricky words for year 1
and 2. On the first week back we have our phonics screening test.
Writing: We are going to be collating all of our learning so far this year this half term.
The class will be putting pen to paper a lot this half term, with a focus on remembering

We are going to be focussing on correct number formation within our maths and
building upon the children’s number sense and subitising skills.

the three important factors of KS1; Capital letters, finger spaces and full stops.

Physical Education (Multi skills):

STEAM:

In PE, the class will be travelling in different ways, showing

Science: This half term, the class are being introduced

clear transitions between different movements with control and

into the new topic – animals including humans. We are

fluency. We will also explore static balances and control.

developing our scientific enquiry with our new science
scheme. The class will be undertaking investigations to

Religious Education:

address common misconceptions.

In RE this term, we will be looking at special religious places in

Computing: This term the children will develop their

Judaism, such as synagogues. Then, we are going to be

understanding of the various aspects of using a computer

exploring new ideas of God through Hinduism.

to programme and animate characters to move across the
screen. This will use their skills learnt in the year so far
with the laptops.

Explore: (Curriculum Support)
Music: We will continue to follow our music programme on
charanga and learn about the rhythm and beat of the
music. The class will be having fun with improvisation. We
are going to look at which songs which can sing to help us
through the day.

PSHE:
We will continue to follow our PSHE

Art: In art, we will be focussing on our drawing skills. The

programme on SCARF. This term we

class will aim to be proficient in their drawing technique

will be looking at valuing difference

and can use these skills to develop and share their ideas,

with Mrs Young. The children will

experience, and imagination. We have now introduced new

have mature conversations around

materials to use in art such as crayons, pastels, and paint.

important issues.

Explore: Geography (Curriculum Support)
This term, we will be learning about the similarities
and differences in relation to places, objects,
materials and living things. They talk about the
features of their own immediate environment and how
environments might vary from one another.

